1 + 1 apartments in a modern complex, near Long Beach
s-isk-115

Описание:
Consisting of two blocks, this modern complex offers all the amenities for a complete relaxation or living - communal pool, restaurant / cafe bar, lobby,
gym, games room and multipurpose hall on the ground floor, as well as a rooftop bar / restaurant with 360 degree panoramic species.
The project is located next to the coast, only 180 meters from the sea!
Thanks to the common areas on the ground floor, all apartments from the ground floor are oriented towards the sea and have a wonderful view. Living
in the heart of Long Beach, close to the market, seafood restaurant and parkland, will contribute to a high quality of life.
The modern design and dynamic shape of the building, which can be viewed from all angles as the main view, made this residential complex a
candidate for the role of a symbol in the heart of the region. A Long Beach panorama that challenges the traditional forms of high-rise buildings in the
region shows that different architecture and different designs are possible, suddenly raising the bar in competition between buildings in the region.
All apartments in Block A are facing the sea and have a view of the seaside, while the apartments opening onto the terraces at the south end have a
magnificent view of the bay up to Famagusta. The large terraces offered here, Jacuzzis are available in a limited number of floor penthouses.
All services on the rooftop terrace can be reached directly from the lifts and stairs of both blocks.
Thanks to the folding pergola on the roof terrace, you can use the pool both in summer and in winter. On summer evenings, the open-air cinema and
celestial telescope for stargazing is a unique experience that invites you to watch everything from the most beautiful place in the heart of Long Beach
and be in the center of it.
The complex combines designer interiors and first class building materials suitable for its location and the modern quality of luxury housing.
Apartment 1 + 1
Area - 75.5 sq.m.
Balcony -9.5 sq.m.

Параметры:
S-ISK-115
Iskele, Long beach
Цена: 9928300.0 RUB
Type: Apartment
Deal: Sale

Market: New property
Area: 75.5m2
Bedrooms: 1

